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Abstract
We present a novel end-to-end personality-based synthetic dialogue data generation pipeline, specifically designed
to elicit responses from large language models via prompting. We design the prompts to generate more human-like
dialogues considering real-world scenarios when users engage with chatbots. We introduce PSYDIAL, the first
Korean dialogue dataset focused on personality-based dialogues, curated using our proposed pipeline. Notably,
we focus on the Extraversion dimension of the Big Five personality model in our research. Experimental results
indicate that while pre-trained models and those fine-tuned with a chit-chat dataset struggle to generate responses
reflecting personality, models trained with PSYDIAL show significant improvements. The versatility of our pipeline
extends beyond dialogue tasks, offering potential for other non-dialogue related applications. This research opens
doors for more nuanced, personality-driven conversational AI in Korean and potentially other languages. Our code
is publicly available at https://github.com/jiSilverH/psydial.
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1. Introduction

Conversations are an integral part of our daily lives,
functioning as essential social interactions intrinsic
to human existence. Over the years, researchers
have endeavored to replicate these interactions
with language models, hoping to enable conversa-
tions with machines that reflect our everyday expe-
riences.

The emergence of generative pre-trained mod-
els has brought us closer to realizing this goal. Di-
aloGPT (Zhang et al., 2020), an extension of GPT-
2 (Radford et al., 2019), was specifically designed
to support multi-turn dialogue generation by lever-
aging extensive training on a substantial dialogue
dataset. However, it is important to note that
the fine-tuning process requires a considerable
amount of human-annotated data and presents
challenges in terms of construction.

An alternative to manually collecting and fine-
tuning dialogue data is data augmentation. This
technique addresses data scarcity issues. In-
stead of solely relying on human-curated dia-
logue datasets, researchers have begun to aug-
ment their training datasets (Kulhánek et al., 2021;
Zheng et al., 2023). This approach aligns with re-
cent shifts in the research community. More recent
research efforts have explored the utility of large
language models (LLMs) in generating synthetic
training datasets, especially for text classification
tasks (Yu et al., 2023).

As we explore this further, it becomes apparent

that imbuing machines with personalities can sig-
nificantly enhance their ability to generate more
human-like responses. Just as humans possess
unique personalities that shape our conversations,
for truly human-like chit-chat dialogues, machines
too should be imbued with distinct personalities.

While the field of conversational AI has seen a
surge in equipping dialogue agents with distinct
personas or roles, as indicated in studies like (Jang
et al., 2022; Lim et al., 2023), there remains a gap
in endowing agents with specific personalities. To
address this, we propose an end-to-end pipeline
that uses prompting in LLMs to generate a compre-
hensive synthetic dialogue dataset based on per-
sonality. This pipeline comprises 5 steps: Person-
ality setting, Profile selecting, Dialogue generation,
Filtering, and Regeneration. Figure 1 provides
an overview of our pipeline. Using this pipeline,
we have created the Personality-based Synthetic
Dialogue dataset (PSYDIAL), which includes ap-
proximately 2900 machine-generated conversa-
tions. Our personality definitions are based on
the Big Five Personality Factors (De Raad, 2000).
Among the five dimensions (Openness to expe-
rience, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agree-
ableness, and Neuroticism), we focus primarily on
Extraversion due to its discernible nature to human
perception, following the previous work (Mairesse
et al., 2007). We use CHATGPT as our base
LLM. Our dataset analysis and experimental re-
sults demonstrate the effectiveness of our pipeline.
Furthermore, our method can be readily extended

https://github.com/jiSilverH/psydial
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to other large language models and adapted for
generating datasets for various tasks. The key
contributions of our work are suggested as follows:

• We present a pipeline designed for
personality-based dialogue generation using
LLMs. This end-to-end process is broken
down into five distinct steps, each equipped
with specialized prompts. A standout feature
of our pipeline is its ability to autonomously
generate dialogues, minimizing human
intervention in most phases.

• We release a Korean personality-based dia-
logue dataset enriched with personality nu-
ances, created through our pipeline. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first dataset
that captures Korean dialogues with an em-
phasis on personality.

• We conduct a comprehensive analysis of the
dataset gathered using our pipeline and ex-
plore the LLM’s perspective on personality.

• We fine-tune a Korean pre-trained generative
model with our dataset to assess its quality.
The findings demonstrate that our dataset is
both well-formulated and conducive to training
personality-reflective models.

The data generation framework that we have
introduced is universally applicable across lan-
guages and tasks, offering a valuable tool for chal-
lenges in data synthesis.

2. Related Work

2.1. Synthetic Dialogue Generation
using LLMs

In an effort to create natural, human-like dialogue
models, the predominant approach is to utilize
pre-trained language models (PLMs). DialoGPT
(Zhang et al., 2020) built upon GPT2 (Radford
et al., 2019) by fine-tuning it with a dataset sourced
from Reddit for conversational response genera-
tion. However, collecting dialogue data is both
tedious and time-consuming. Rather than simply
fine-tuning the model on a constructed dataset,
an alternative method uses PLMs to augment
existing datasets (Kulhánek et al., 2021; Zheng
et al., 2023). Kulhánek et al. (2021) augmented
training dataset by paraphrasing each utterance
with Transformer-based models. However, syn-
thetic datasets often serve a supplementary role,
typically merged with manually curated dialogue
datasets for training purposes.

As LLMs have emerged, there has been a no-
table shift in synthesizing dialogue. Various stud-
ies now employ LLMs, using proper prompts to

make their targeted datasets. Zheng et al. (2023)
utilizes expert-crafted dialogues as in-context ex-
amples to steer LLMs toward creating a complete
social conversation dataset. Our study also pri-
oritizes generating entire conversations. While
expert-crafted dialogues provide valuable guid-
ance, their manual creation is both labor-intensive
and yields inconsistencies in quality. To pre-
vent these limitations, we prompt LLMs without in-
context examples, enabling the creation of a varied
dataset across different topics. To ensure the qual-
ity of these generated dialogues, we incorporate a
filtering process with the LLMs.

2.2. Personality-based Dialogue
Generation

While many studies have investigated grounding
in persona or knowledge for dialogue genera-
tion, personality-based dialogue is still an emerg-
ing field. However, a growing interest towards
personality-centric tasks is noticeable. Among
these emerging areas of interest, using LLMs for
personality tests has attracted significant attention
(Ji et al., 2023; Rao et al., 2023; Pan and Zeng,
2023). Jiang et al. (2023) introduced a dataset
based on the Big Five personality theory to eval-
uate the ability of LLMs to embody specific per-
sonalities. Building on this, our approach also ap-
plies the prompting method for LLMs in the context
of Korean dialogues, thus broadening the use of
personality-based conversational models.

2.3. Dataset Filtering using LLMs
To minimize human involvement in the data fil-
tering process, Swayamdipta et al. (2020) intro-
duced the concept of dataset cartography to eval-
uate data quality through the creation of a data
map. They categorized the dataset into three dis-
tinct groups: hard-to-learn, easy-to-learn, and am-
biguous. Building upon this approach, Lee et al.
(2023) applied dataset cartography to their method.
For their sensitive questions and acceptable re-
sponse dataset, which was generated by prompt-
ing LLMs, they adopted the dataset cartography
during the filtering stage. Only the text labeled
as ambiguous was re-generated by human anno-
tators. Similarly, Zheng et al. (2023) adopted a
heuristic-based post-processing technique to filter
the machine-augmented dataset. There are some
attempts to evaluate text using LLMs (Chiang and
yi Lee, 2023; Liu et al., 2023). During the filtering
phase, we utilize an LLM and their prompting abili-
ties, eliminating the need for human intervention.
This approach is cost-effective and time-saving,
and our results demonstrate that the dataset can
support consistent quality without human involve-
ment.
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed data generation pipeline.

3. Personality-based Dialogue
Generation Pipeline

We postulate the existence of two interlocutors
within a dialogue: Person A, representing the sys-
tem, and Person B, representing the user. This
formulation mirrors real-world scenarios, wherein
practical applications, such as chatbot interactions,
it is typically the user who initiates the conversa-
tion with the system. We want a chit-chat dialogue
agent to be endowed with a certain personality as
a human user. Therefore, we set a certain person-
ality for both interlocutors.

The construction of the dataset consists of five
stages as shown in Figure 1: 1) Personality Set-
ting, 2) Profile Selecting, 3) Dialogue Genera-
tion, 4) Dialogue Filtering and 5) Dialogue Re-
generation. A thorough illustration of each stage
will be provided in the subsequent sections. We
use openAI’s API to generate dialogues.

3.1. Personality Setting

We use a list of statements that describe specific
personalities. These statements are based on
the Big Five personality test. Detailed personality
statements can be found in Appendix A. To ensure
that the model fully understands a specific person-
ality, we randomly select a statement related to the
given personality. As we expect two participants in
one dialogue session, each one is assigned either
an extraversion or an introversion description.

3.2. Profile Selecting

Through a series of experiments, we found that
when an interlocutor’s profile information is absent,

CHATGPT tends to generate dialogues with simi-
lar topics. We have observed that when Person
A’s personality is described as extroverted, it tends
to increase the likelihood that Person A always at-
tends parties. On the contrary, if Person A’s per-
sonality is characterized as introverted, CHATGPT
tends to suggest that Person A has a preference
for reading.

To mitigate the issue mentioned above and to
generate dialogues rich in topical diversity, we
leverage profile information from the PERSONA-
CHAT dataset (Zhang et al., 2018), which contains
at least five profile sentences representing a per-
sona of an individual. A single sentence that cor-
responds to the defined personality of Person A
is chosen from a profile. This specific profile se-
lection for Person A is made with the intention of
endowing the dialogue agent with a distinct per-
sonality. Additionally, this serves as a dialogue
topic and contributes to the generation of diverse
dialogues. CHATGPT inherently has the ability to
select a profile from a persona based on the des-
ignated personality. If the persona sentences do
not contain the designated personality, the system
outputs ”cannot select the profile”.

3.3. Dialogue Generation
Dialogue generation is achieved using a dialogue
prompt. Dialogue prompt comprises four sub-
prompts - 1) Profile Prompt, 2) Personality
Prompt, 3) Character Prompt, and 4) Style
Prompt.

3.3.1. Profile Prompt

The profile prompt is comprised of the profile sen-
tence selected in §3.2. By acting as the dialogue’s
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topic, this prompt aids LLMs in selecting the sub-
ject matter of the dialogue, thereby resulting in di-
alogues that exhibit topical diversity.

3.3.2. Personality Prompt

The personality prompt incorporates the personal-
ities p1A, p2A, ..., pnA of Person A, and p1B , p2B , ..., pnB
of Person B, selected from a predefined list of per-
sonality descriptions. Here, n denotes the number
of dimensions of the personality. Given that we
adopt the Big Five personality traits in our study,
the maximum value for n is 5. Among the five di-
mensions, we mainly concentrate on Extraversion
because of its noticeable characteristics as per-
ceived by humans, in line with prior research.

3.3.3. Character Prompt

When attempting to engage CHATGPT in chit-chat
with given personalities, it fails to generate a dia-
logue, replying with ”I am an AI model, so I can-
not have a personality”. Therefore, the introduc-
tion of a character prompt becomes necessary.
This prompt induces the model to create two vir-
tual humans with the assigned personalities, en-
abling conversation between the model and these
entities. This concept was inspired by Park et al.
(2023), which developed generative agents, re-
ferred to as AI NPCs (Non-Player Characters), ex-
hibiting specified human behaviors and capable of
interacting with humans.

3.3.4. Style Prompt

The Style Prompt is responsible for defining the
style of dialogue. In Korean culture, colloquial Ko-
rean is categorized into two styles: formal and in-
formal, based on the level of respect. Koreans
use different vocabularies and sentence endings
depending on the level of respect. In other words,
informal style is being used among acquaintances
aiming for friendliness. To incorporate this linguis-
tic characteristic, we assign the first style to repre-
sent informal speech. This decision also reflects
the human dialogue pattern, where interlocutors
typically have background information about each
other. The second style is determined by who initi-
ates the conversation, mirroring real-world interac-
tions where users generally initiate dialogue with
the system. Accordingly, we have incorporated a
style where Person B, acting as a user, initiates
the conversation. This prompt can be extended
with any desirable styles.

3.4. Dialogue Filtering
The reliability of CHATGPT in generating dia-
logues that precisely meet the given prompt con-
ditions is not always ensured. This brings the

need for a filtering mechanism. Previous studies,
such as Lee et al. (2023), have relied on human
annotators to filter the output generated by LLM.
In contrast, our approach taps into the inherent
self-evaluative capacity of LLMs. During this step,
CHATGPT is presented with a filtering prompt, de-
signed to assess if the generated dialogue aligns
with the outlined personalities, profiles, and styles
from §3.3. This prompt is divided into three spe-
cific sub-prompts. Firstly, Profile Filtering deter-
mines whether the dialogue accurately represents
the given profile information. Next, Personality
Filtering encourages the model to recognize and
evaluate the depicted personalities, effectively act-
ing as an introspective measure. This plays a piv-
otal role in enhancing the dataset’s quality. Lastly,
we employ Style Filtering to ascertain if the dia-
logue conforms to an informal Korean speech pat-
tern. You can incorporate additional filtering crite-
ria based on the data generation prompts used dur-
ing the dialogue creation process.

3.5. Dialogue Regeneration

After the filtering process, we categorize the dia-
logues into two types: positive dialogues that meet
all the requirements for dialogue generation, and
negative dialogues that fall short. For the nega-
tive dialogues, combined with the selected profile
sentence, we prompt the model multiple times to
achieve higher-quality dialogue that meets all the
generation conditions.

This means we re-prompt the model using the
same profile that was selected in the Profile Se-
lecting (§3.2). The regenerated sample is again go
through the filtering process described in Dialogue
Filtering (§3.4). If the re-generated sample is clas-
sified as negative in the filtering process, we once
again go through the regeration process. After go-
ing through several iteration, we can assure the
improvement in dialogue quality and adherence to
the specified conditions.

4. Data Analysis

We conduct a comprehensive analysis of the PSY-
DIAL dataset, taking into account the various
stages of our pipeline. Initially, we analyze the
data distribution produced by the pipeline. Subse-
quently, we undertake a profile analysis to deter-
mine which profiles were chosen, and which were
not, based on the specified personality. We also
examine the filtering process, which has been it-
eratively applied three times, encompassing both
filtering and regeneration stages.
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Person A
Personality

Person B
Personality Count Total

Count

Extrovert Extrovert 715

2932Extrovert Introvert 685
Introvert Extrovert 763
Introvert Introvert 769

Table 1: Data constitution of PSYDIAL

Number of Turns Utterance Token Length
(Syllable-level)

Avg. Min Max Avg. Min Max

8.16 4 15 33.25 2 164

Table 2: Statistics on Number of Turns and Utter-
ance Token Length

4.1. Dataset Distribution

PSYDIAL features dialogues between two inter-
locutors, with each being characterized by a par-
ticular personality dimension from the Big Five per-
sonality framework. For this study, our empha-
sis is on the Extraversion dimension. The data’s
constitution, post three cycles of filtering and re-
generation, is detailed in Table 1. We gathered
roughly 2900 dialogues, taking into account four
different personality scenarios. Furthermore, Ta-
ble 2 details the turn count and the token length
of utterances across the dataset. On average, di-
alogues consist of 8 turns and utterances have a
token length of around 33.

4.2. Profile Analysis

In the filtering stage, some dialogues were la-
beled Profile False. This occurs when CHATGPT
produces an output indicating “None of the sen-
tences provided represent an extrovert/introvert”.
To understand which profiles were selected versus
those that were not, we examine each case.

4.2.1. Selected Profile Characteristic

We use sentence embedding clustering on pro-
files selected during the Profile Selecting (§3.2)
phase to better understand their characteristics.
As shown in Table 3, the top five frequently cho-
sen profiles for each personality clearly distinguish
between extraversion and introversion. Profiles
related to extraversion often display traits of ac-
tive lifestyles, sociability, and a preference for out-
door environments. Conversely, profiles associ-
ated with introversion typically show a preference
for introspection and solitary activities.

Personality Profile sentence

Extraversion I love travelling.
I love to dance.
I play football.
I enjoy hiking.
I like to go swimming.

Introversion I love to read.
I enjoy video games.
I like to paint.
I want to be alone sometimes.
I enjoy going on hikes.

Table 3: Top-5 selected profiles during Profile Se-
lecting stage

4.2.2. Non-selected Profile Characteristic

To understand why certain profile sentences are
not chosen based on personality during the Profile
Selecting stage (§3.2), we inquire with CHATGPT
about its decision to exclude specific profile sen-
tences. CHATGPT responded that ‘profiles that
are not selected tend to include information about
an individual’s job, personal attributes, family, and
abilities—details that are not direct indicators of
extroversion/introversion’. Furthermore, we also
ask how CHATGPT perceives extroverts and intro-
verts. It describes an extrovert as a person who is
outgoing, sociable, and enjoys being around peo-
ple and an introvert as someone who is typically
more reserved, enjoys time alone, and finds social
activities draining.

4.3. Filtered Dialogue Analysis
To illustrate the effectiveness of the Dialogue Fil-
tering phase (§3.4), we present the embeddings
of concatenated utterances from dialogues in Fig-
ure 2. The left figure shows text embeddings be-
fore applying Dialogue Filtering, while the right fig-
ure shows them after applying Dialogue Filtering.
We concatenated the utterances for each speaker
and transformed them into sentence embeddings
using the Korean version of the Sentence Trans-
former1. We then visualized these embeddings
using a two-dimensional t-SNE (Van der Maaten
and Hinton, 2008). Red dots represent text embed-
dings associated with the extraversion dimension,
and blue dots represent those associated with the
introversion dimension. It is noteworthy that after
the filtering process, there is a decrease in overlap-
ping sample points, particularly in the 0 to 10 range
on the x-axis. After filtering, the data points in the

1https://github.com/jhgan00/ko-sentence-
transformers
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Figure 2: Text embeddings during Dialogue Filtering stage. Left: text embeddings before applying Dia-
logue Filtering, Right: text embeddings after applying Dialogue Filtering

figure are more densely clustered, highlighting the
method’s effectiveness in refining the dataset.

Table 4 provides a detailed distribution across
our three sequential cycles of filtering and regener-
ation. If a sample successfully passes through all
filters, we categorize it as a positive sample. Con-
versely, if a sample does not meet all filter criteria,
we categorize it as a negative sample. Filters were
applied to negative samples based on the profile,
personality, and style prompts given during Dia-
logue Generation (§3.5).

The substantial filtering observed in the initial
round emphasizes the pivotal role the first filter-
ing phase plays in refining the data. To elaborate,
around 25% of the initially crafted data was ex-
cluded based on profile criteria. This suggests that
CHATGPT was unable to identify a single profile
sentence that aligns with the specified personality
trait. A more in-depth explanation of why CHAT-
GPT failed in this selection can be found in §4.2.2.

During personality filtering, CHATGPT tends to
inaccurately predict personalities when both par-
ticipants exhibit similar traits. This arises from
CHATGPT’s inclination to label a participant with
a slightly stronger extraversion characteristic as an
extrovert and one with slightly weaker extraversion
as an introvert in relative terms.

In addition to other criteria, we examine the style
of utterances, targeting an informal and friendly
Korean tone. Only one data sample was filtered
out based on the given style condition. This entry
used the neutral politeness level, an old speech
style that is less favored among the younger Ko-
rean generation.

The filtering process described can be adapted
to any task that requires refinement. However, the
results depend on the specific criteria set used dur-
ing the data generation phase.

5. Experiment

We evaluate the effectiveness of PSYDIAL data
in personality-based dialogue generation by com-
paring pre-trained models with those fine-tuned us-

Negative Samples Positive Samples Total
Profile Person Style

Original 1051 208 1 2740 4000
Iter 1 3 67 0 138 208
Iter 2 0 30 0 37 67
Iter 3 0 17 0 13 30
Total 1054 322 1 2928 4305

Table 4: Dataset distribution across three itera-
tions of filtering and regeneration

ing PSYDIAL data. The experimental results show
that our dataset significantly improves the model’s
ability to generate responses that reflect personal-
ity.

5.1. Input Configuration
We fine-tune the model with a single-turn format.
We structure every dialogue as pairs of utterances.
Given a dialogue session T comprising several ut-
terances exchanged between Person A and Per-
son B, we can express this as:

T = (u1
PA

, u2
PB

, u3
PA

, ..., un
Pm

)

In this representation, PA and PB stand for Per-
son A and Person B, respectively. The variable
m signifies the unidentified interlocutor concluding
the conversation. The variable m represents the
unidentified participant who concludes the conver-
sation, being either Person A or Person B. Mean-
while, n denotes the total number of utterances in
the dialogue session.

5.2. Experimental Detail
In our study, we evaluate three different model con-
figurations. Firstly, we leverage Pre-trained Mod-
els to check their inherent performance on gener-
ating personality-based dialogues. Secondly, we
proceed with Fine-tuning using the Chit-Chat
Dataset. Given the unique characteristic of PSY-
DIAL as a personality-centric chit-chat dataset, we
fine-tune language models on human-annotated
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Setting Model BLEU-2 ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L PPL P-ACC

(1) KoGPT2 0.747 3.709 0.419 3.686 16.601 0.508
KoBART 0.948 3.116 0.620 3.116 12.704 0.493
Kolang-T5 0.240 2.501 0.036 2.435 847.481 0.513
KoDialoGPT-v0 0.154 0.934 0.035 0.934 37.241 0.489

(2) KoGPT2 0.198 2.267 0.052 2.247 17.920 0.502
KoBART 0.495 2.870 0.561 2.870 8.366 0.412
Kolang-T5 0.000 0.340 0.000 0.340 110.789 0.497
KoDialoGPT-v0 0.636 3.094 0.322 3.094 48.203 0.525

(3) KoGPT2 0.357 2.532 0.123 2.532 5.524 0.486
KoBART 1.184 3.110 0.625 3.110 29.285 0.565
Kolang-T5 0.000 0.285 0.000 0.285 46.229 0.485

(4) KoGPT2 5.894 13.699 4.251 13.699 21.231 0.653
KoBART 7.342 14.020 5.346 14.020 15.021 0.664
Kolang-T5 5.358 13.268 4.501 13.268 15.223 0.625

(5) KoGPT2 7.489 16.011 5.920 15.964 13.781 0.881
KoBART 7.712 15.587 5.868 15.547 14.587 0.864
Kolang-T5 6.410 15.603 5.102 15.565 16.521 0.864

Table 5: The results of the automatic evaluation are grouped into five categories based on experimental
settings: (1) Pre-trained model, (2) Pre-trained model with the system personality setting, (3) Fine-tuned
with a chit-chat dataset, (4) Fine-tuned with our dataset, and (5) Fine-tuned with our dataset with the
system personality setting.

Korean chit-chat data constructed by Smilegate2.
Our aim is to ascertain whether a model, after fine-
tuning on standard chit-chat data, can effectively
produce responses imbued with personality traits.
Thirdly, we proceed with Fine-tuning Using Our
Dataset. In this setting, we experiment with two
configurations: one that generates an utterance
based on the previous one, and another that im-
prints a specific personality onto the system, con-
sidering practical applications in the real world. For
the second configuration, the personality of the in-
terlocutor is used as input for the model. All mod-
els, except the pre-trained ones, are fine-tuned
over three epochs.

5.3. Baseline Model
We utilize several open-source Korean genera-
tive pre-trained models for the experiment. 1)
KoGPT2: This model is a localized adaptation of
GPT2 for Korean. Trained on a corpus of roughly
40GB of Korean data, it employs character byte-
pair encoding and is adept at processing both tex-
tual and graphical emojis. The model contains
125 million parameters. 2) KoBART: Based on
the BART architecture, KoBART is customized for
the Korean language. Its training data is diverse,
covering the Korean Wiki, news articles, books,

2https://github.com/smilegate-ai/HuLiC

Blue House National Petition texts, and a substan-
tial corpus provided by The National Institute of
the Korean Language. The model has 123 million
trainable parameters. 3) Kolang-T5: This model
is a Korean adaptation of the T5 framework. The
model is trained on five tasks to do various tasks in
Korean. The model has 225 million parameters. 4)
KoDialoGPT: This is the Korean variant of GPT2,
fine-tuned in line with the DialoGPT approach as
described in Zhang et al. (2020). It has 125 mil-
lion parameters. In the experiment, we did not
fine-tune this model because it had already been
trained on a Korean daily conversation corpus.

5.4. Evaluation Metric
We evaluate the generated response with metrics
commonly used in text generation. 1) BLEU (Pa-
pineni et al., 2002): The BLEU score measures
the similarity between a machine-generated re-
sponse and a target response. A higher BLEU
score denotes a higher resemblance between the
compared sentences. For calculating the BLEU-
2 score, we employ the nlg-eval3(Sharma et al.,
2017) toolkit. 2) ROUGE (Lin, 2004): This metric
evaluates the degree of overlap between machine-
generated summaries and reference summaries
using shared n-grams. We utilize ROUGE for as-

3https://github.com/Maluuba/nlg-eval
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sessing dialogue response generation. 3) Per-
plexity (PPL) (Bengio et al., 2000): We use the
perplexity measure to assess the fluency of the
generated responses. The 3-gram PPL score is
computed using the KoGPT2 language model. 4)
Personality Accuracy (P-ACC): To verify if the
generated response reflects the given personal-
ity trait, we employ the Roberta-base (Liu et al.,
2019) model. This model, pre-trained on the KLUE
benchmark (Park et al., 2021), was fine-tuned us-
ing our dataset over 5 epochs.

5.5. Result

Table 5 shows the results of automatic evaluations
carried out on various Korean generative models
with different training configurations. Pre-trained
models (1) and those fine-tuned with the chit-
chat dataset (3) struggle to produce responses re-
flecting distinct personalities, except the KoBART
model fine-tuned with a chit-chat dataset. Al-
though KoDialoGPT is fine-tuned for everyday dia-
logues, it has difficulty generating text with specific
personality traits. Significant improvements in met-
rics were observed when we trained the models
using our dataset (4). Specifically, adjusting the
system’s personality to match practical application
settings (5) resulted in an accuracy increase of up
to 88%. This clearly highlights the importance of
setting the system’s personality. A comparison of
pre-trained models with adjusted system personal-
ity settings (2) shows that pre-trained models fail
to reflect the interlocutor’s personality adequately.
Except for the perplexity of the Kolang-T5 model,
scores improved across all metrics and models
when the system personality setting was applied.

6. Conclusion

We introduce an end-to-end pipeline for generat-
ing synthetic dialogue data, leveraging the prompt-
ing method with Large Language Models. This
five-step process is based on real-world situa-
tions where a user interacts with a chatbot. This
pipeline can easily be applied to various dialogue
tasks and even non-dialogue related tasks. We
also present PSYDIAL, a pioneering Korean dia-
logue dataset curated from this pipeline, focused
on personality-based dialogues. Models trained
on our dataset showed varied performance lev-
els, highlighting the importance of our dataset
and its training approach. For future research,
exploring optimal prompts for LLMs, enhancing
the personality-based dataset, and expanding the
range of personality dimensions offer promising di-
rections.

7. Limitation

Firstly, we have not explored multiple personality
dimensions. However, with minimal adjustments
to our pipeline, we can synthesize dialogues involv-
ing interlocutors with multiple personalities. Sec-
ond, the ability of CHATGPT to generate Korean
dialogues leaves room for improvement. Certain
phrases come across as unnatural, akin to di-
rect translations from English into Korean, mak-
ing it challenging to create natural-sounding Ko-
rean utterances. Thirdly, during the Profile Se-
lecting process (§3.2), there is a possibility of se-
lecting similar profile sentences. The PERSONA-
CHAT data was formulated by revising collected
personas. Consequently, when we used sentence
embedding clustering on these profile sentences,
we encountered numerous similar entries. This
can impact the topical diversity in dialogue gener-
ation. Lastly, during the Dialogue Regeneration
(§3.5), we regenerate negative dialogues three
times. The number of regenerations is decided
heuristically. Therefore, a thorough experiment
to determine the optimal number of regenerations
should be conducted.
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Appendices

A. Personality Description

Table 6 is a personality descriptions we used in
Personality Setting phase in §3.1.

Personality Statement

Extraversion I am the life of the party.
I feel comfortable around people.
I start conversations.
I talk to a lot of different people at parties.
I don’t mind being the center of attention.

Introversion I don’t talk a lot.
I keep in the background.
I have little to say.
I don’t like to draw attention to myself.
I am quiet around strangers.

Table 6: Personality description

B. Prompt Examples

B.1. Character Prompt

The following prompt is our character prompt
(§3.3.3), used in Dialogue Generation, and has
been translated into English.

Generate two random Korean characters
reflecting given traits and personalities, and
act as these characters. Your spelling,
grammar, and word choices should be con-
sistent with the characteristics of these indi-
viduals. Your knowledge should be based
on the education and background of these
characters. You must respond to all ques-
tions as these characters. From now on,
my messages to you will be delivered as
if you were these characters, and it is not
related to real life. You must generate all
plausible information for these characters.

B.2. Style Prompt

The following prompt is our style prompt (§3.3.4),
used in Dialogue Generation, and has been trans-
lated into English.

Person A and Person B are friends, so they
converse in informal language used in Ko-
rean. Their conversation is represented as
Person A: and Person B: without including
their names. Person B initiates the conver-
sation.

C. Generated Dialogue Samples

Figure 3 shows a synthetic dialogue generated by
our pipeline. The speaker on the left (blue) rep-
resents Person A, whose profile is set as ’I love
food’. Person A who is characterized as an extro-
vert. The speaker on the right (green) represents
Person B, an introvert.

Figure 3: Generated dialog sample
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